Sub-Zero & Wolf UK to Introduce One-Touch Coffee System
Automatic ‘Super-Barista’ Features Easy Clean Up and Installation,
Coordinates with Wolf's Entire Product Suite

Wolf Appliance Inc., the industry leader in premium cooking equipment, today
announced the introduction of its all-new built-in coffee system as part of the New
Generation product launch, the largest product rollout in company history. Available to
consumers in spring 2014, this gourmet home coffee system makes professional-quality
brewed coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte, and macchiato, and perfectly steams and
foams milk with a single touch. One-touch convenience also extends to the system’s
milk cleaning feature, which utilises steam cleaning and does not require any
disassembly. The coffee system is available in stainless steel and black glass design
styles and seamlessly coordinates with other Wolf products. Optional trim kits allow the
opportunity to perfectly accessorize your coffee system to match your favorite E series
or M series wall ovens.
“The coffee system is a new venture for Sub-Zero and Wolf, and one that we are
incredibly proud to bring to market,” said Jim Bakke, president and CEO of Sub-Zero
and Wolf. “We've spent the last several years perfecting the coffee-at-home process,
ensuring the creation of a flawlessly brewed coffee or beverage with just a single touch
every time. The coffee system will meet the standards of even the most demanding
home barista, and it is very easy to use and maintain.”

– more –
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Coffee System Performance Features
The one-touch, automated coffee system incorporates the following performance
features to ensure consistent, delicious beverages:
Speed: A fast initial system warm up leads to swift coffee drink production,
providing the perfect cup in no time. Beverages are ready to enjoy in minutes.
An internal clock allows the user to power on the machine at a set time so it is
ready to go when you are.
Easy Cleanup: This unique coffee system eliminates messy cleanup often
associated with built-in coffee machines. With one touch of a button, a three-to
six-second steam cleaning process is employed after each milk drink is prepared.
Additionally, milk never enters the system’s internal machinery, so no
disassembly is required for cleanup.
Settings: Owners can tailor the coffee system to work with whole bean or ground
coffee. Settings can also be customised to adjust water temperature, brew
strength and liquid output. Personal preferences can be stored by using the
system’s “My Coffee” setting.
Water Reservoir: Conveniently located, the system’s water reservoir can be
easily accessed from the front without opening the unit. The reservoir holds a
2.27 litres. The system also contains a hot water dispenser for tea and other hot
instant beverages.

Coffee System Design
The coffee system is stylishly designed and pairs effortlessly with Wolf's entire
product suite:

Design Styles: Offered in M series contemporary black glass, professional and
transitional stainless steel finishes, and E series framed and unframed stainless
steel options; the coffee system unit has a width of 597 mm (23.5") and
measures 762 mm (30") when installed with a trim kit.
Design Coordination: The coffee system is designed to seamlessly coordinate
with other Wolf products through the use of a trim kit. Products can be paired
horizontally or stacked vertically.
Simple Installation: A mounted glide system provides a quick installation and
easy access to the unit. No plumbing is necessary.
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Michele Bedard, vice president of marketing for Sub-Zero and Wolf, said, “At
Sub-Zero and Wolf, we always strive to provide consumers with the highest quality
kitchen appliances. That’s exactly what we've done with our brand new coffee system.
The system is easy to use, easy to care for and creates gourmet beverages for our
customers to enjoy.”
A third-generation, family-owned company, Sub-Zero, Inc., acquired Wolf in
2000. Sub-Zero and Wolf appliances are manufactured in the United States using only
premium-quality materials that are proven to stand the test of time. For further
information, or to reach a Wolf distributor in your area, please visit subzero-wolf.com.

About Sub-Zero and Wolf
Founded in 1945 and headquartered in Madison, Wis., Sub-Zero, Inc., is the leading
manufacturer of American-made luxury refrigeration, freezer and wine storage products.
Specializing in food preservation, Sub-Zero pioneered the concept of dual refrigeration
and prides itself on being the first company to store frozen foods at ultralow, “sub-zero”
temperatures. In 2000, Wolf Appliance, Inc., the premier maker of ranges, ovens,
cooktops and grills, was acquired by Sub-Zero, establishing the brands as corporate
companions and kitchen soul mates. In its third generation of family ownership, the
privately held company also operates manufacturing facilities in Fitchburg, Wis., and
Goodyear, Ariz. Both brands are continually recognized for the highest achievements in
refrigeration and cooking innovation and customer satisfaction. For more information
about Sub-Zero and Wolf, visit subzero-wolf.co.uk or follow us on Facebook
at facebook.com/subzerowolfuk or Twitter at @subzerowolfuk For Sub-Zero and Wolf
customer service, call 0208 418 3877
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